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Rather than filling shelves with
books or pictures, opt for
plants instead – they breathe
life into the space. In a dining
area, mix in some useful
herbs. Lauren Macer
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Get creative when
shopping. Gumtree,
eBay, auction houses
or antique stores all
have amazing pieces
that can be restored
to look more elegant
and high-end.
Georgia Ezra
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TRY THESE HA NDLES

Leather 01 handle in
Natural/Black Edge, $20
each, Made Measure.
Bellagio joinery pull
in Tumbled Brass, from
$143 each, Pittella.

Humnle H03150mm handle
in Copper, $121, Auhaus.
@reallivingmag
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WHEN ARRANGING ACCESSORIES, KEEP SOME
NEGATIVE SPACE (SOME EMPTY AREAS) SO THE
EYE HAS SOMEWHERE TO REST. LAUREN MACER

The key to creating long-lasting style is to choose items you
love that speak to you, not only pieces that are “on trend”. This
means your furniture will stand the test of time as it represents
you and your passions. Adele Bates
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For visual calm, try to keep as
much stuff off the kitchen bench
as possible. Also, simple neutraltoned linen tea towels are always
the way to go! Megan Burns
and Christopher Glanville
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For a quick kitchen fix,
change your cabinetry
handles. This is great
for renters. You’d be
surprised at how smart
new kitchen handles can
look on old or dated
doors. They’re also easy
to put on and remove!
Sarah Ellison
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Mix and match colours by first
picking your hero piece. You can
then build around it with items in
the same colour palette as well as
with neutral tones. Emily Ward
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Open-plan kitchen
and living spaces are
ideal for impromptu
entertaining as they’re
the heart of the home.
Make sure there’s
great seating at your
kitchen island bench to
create a hub of activity.
Aimee Tarulli
BENCHM ARK!

Every great
table needs a
great centrepiece.
A beautiful bunch
of fresh flowers will
bring your table to
life and make even
the simplest table
setting feel styled.
Aimee Tarulli

Dowel Jones
“Hurdle” high
stool, $350,
Hunting for George.

CONSIDER THE VASE

Statuario Maximus
benchtop, from
$1200 a sq m installed,
Caesarstone.

AYTM “Globe” vase in
Green/Brass, $100,
Top3 By Deisign.
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I advise clients to
spend on a good
dining table. These
should be solid and
durable. We don’t
just eat at dining
tables these days,
we use them for
work and even for
children’s homework.
Natasha Levak

Smeg mixer in Cream,
$799, Harvey Norman.

DINING TABLES

Winter dining table
in American Oak,
$6340, Jardan.

Parquet dining table,
$3000, Nick Scali.

Luna dining table
(2m x 1m) $3550,
MCM House.
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Some stores will allow you to borrow
products, like rugs or occasional
furniture, to try out at home before you
purchase, as long as you leave your
credit card details. It’s worth asking
if this is possible. Sarah Ellison A
real living
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